Extra | trail cams

Motion-triggered wildlife
cameras, or ‘trail cams’, are
becoming wildly popular in the
UK. Sporting Rifle investigates
what’s on the market
Byron
Pace’s
review
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Bushnell Trophy Cam

The use of motion cameras for monitoring
game had long been established in the
US before we started to see such devices
being regularly advertised on our shores.
They provide the hunter and game manager
with a very accurate insight into exactly what
is moving in a particular part of the estate –
and, of course, an all-important preview of the
quality of trophy animals moving through. There
are, of course, ethical issues to consider, and like
most advances in technology, these devices
can be abused. However, that is a discussion
for another day, as we take a look at one of
the most popular motion
cameras on the market:
the Bushnell Trophy Cam.
Sherwood’s
had
kindly agreed to lend
me a Trophy Cam for
review, but due to the
high demand I had to hold
on for a couple of weeks.
When it arrived, I was quite taken back by its
compact size – it measures just 6in by 4in. The
casing seemed well made and robust, with
two strong clasps holding the hinged front
closed on a rubber seal.
When fully loaded with 8 AAs, I found
that the Bushnell would give over a year of
happy snapping (after taking 1,500 photos
of my dogs roaming around, I gave up trying
to kill the batteries). Also protected from the
elements inside the case was the SD slot,
computer jack, and controls for camera setup. Taking up to a 16-gigabyte SD card, it
could be set to three, five or eight megapixels,
allowing over 2,000 photos to be taken on a
two-gig card when set at five megapixels.
The Trophy Cam was easy to use, with the
clear display screen inside the case
allowing finer adjustment of
the camera set-up.There could
be up to three rapid-fire images
per trigger, or a one-second to
60-minute delay between shots.
The motion sensor’s sensitivity
could also be adjusted from low
to medium or high, depending
on how far out you want pictures
to be taken. It can also take video
footage, programmable from one
to 60 seconds at a respectable 16
frames a second.

I often find that the claims manufacturers
make in their marketing spiel don’t live up to
reality. The Bushnell Trophy Cam, however,
exceeded expectations in almost every way.
The specification claims operation down to five
degrees below zero, but I had it in the woods
during the cold spell at -15 degrees and it still
took pictures. Bushnell claims that images will
be captured out to 45 feet, but tests show that
on the highest sensitivity it is possible to hit 90
feet in certain conditions. On average, however,
52 feet seems to be the limit.
The model I tested was the basic version,
but a £45 upgrade will get you a two-inch
viewing screen to review pics in the field without
a laptop. This is a very nice addition to have, but
I just carried my small compact camera with me
and used it to view the pictures instead.
The only real negative was a slight
blurring on pictures taken at less than one
metre. With this exception, I was extremely
impressed, having tested the camera through
some truly horrific weather. In terms of quality,
functionality and value, it has to be one of the
best and most compact motion cameras on the
market at the moment.

With thanks to www.sherwoods-photo.com
who loaned me the camera. The model I tested
is available for £235.
JJ Vickers distributes Bushnell in the UK. Contact:
01634 201284 or www.jjvickers.com.
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Spypoint
IR series

Spypoint’s range
of infrared digital
surveillance
cameras packs a wide range of features into
a compact (4.5in x 6.8in x 2.8in) package.
The removable internal camera boasts a multishot mode that can take up to four pictures per
detection. It takes colour pictures by day and black
and white by night – the IR-6 and IR-10 models
have automatic infrared level adjustment to ensure
quality night-time photos.
With photos between five and 10 megapixels
depending on model, you’re certain to get good
picture quality, and the photos can be saved on
an SD or SDHC card with size up to 32 gigabytes.
Each picture is stamped with date and time –
and, on the IR-6 and IR-10, the temperature and
moon phase. The IR-10 also boasts a 2.4in built-in
viewing screen with up to 4x LCD zoom, so you
can inspect your wildlife photos while you’re still
out in the field. All three models are available in
camo (pictured above) or black.
With three models, each at a different price
point, which would Sporting Rifle recommend? If
you’re looking for a combination of high quality
and a price that won’t break the bank, the IR-6 is
the natural choice – it comes with a lot of added
features for only a small price jump from the IR5. On the other hand, if you’re looking for a trail
cam for serious, professional use, it may be worth
considering going for the IR-10 – or even Spypoint’s
Pro-X camera, which has even more features.

Photographs:

5 MP (IR-5), 6 MP (IR-6), 10 MP (IR-10)

Videos:

640x480 AVI

Sensitivity:

Adjustable 5ft-50ft

Battery:

6 AA batteries, can also be powered by rechargeable lithium ion battery pack (not included)
and solar panel

Price:

£139.95 (IR-5), £169.95 (IR-6), £369.95 (IR-10)

Distributor:

Thomas Jacks T: 01789 264100 W: www.thomasjacks.co.uk

Retailer:

Scott Country T: 01556 503587 W: www.scottcountry.co.uk

Prowler HD
Photographs:

8 MP

Videos:

1280x760 HD
at 30fps

Sensitivity:

Up to 40ft

Battery:

6 AA batteries with adaptors

Price:

£357.44

Contact

Bushwear T: 08452 260469
W: www.bushwear.co.uk

An import from dedicated American manufacturer
Stealth Cam, the Prowler is notable for the high
resolution of photos and video it captures –
particularly its high-definition 1280x760 video
recording function. You can pick from three video
quality settings – HD, VGA and QVGA – and adjust

the recording time between five seconds and
five minutes. The Prowler can also record
audio, making it a complete package for
video footage.
Of course, the Prowler’s still pictures
aren’t to be sniffed at either. It can take
photos at 1.3, 5 or 8 megapixels, takes
excellent night-time pictures with its
54 infrared LEDs, and stamps time,
date, temperature and moon phase
information on each file. You can save
images in the camera’s 64-megabyte
internal memory or on an SD card of up
to four gigabytes.
The Prowler comes in towards the higher end of
the price range, but it’s not hard to see why. In terms

of technical performance, there is
not much to beat it.
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Nikko Stirling NSGC5000
Photographs:

5 MP

Videos:

640x480 AVI at 30fps (15 seconds)

Sensitivity:

Adjustable 2m-20m

Battery:

8 AA batteries; around 12,000 photos per battery life cycle

Price:

£279.55

Contact

Highland Outdoors
T: 01858 410683 W: www.highlandoutdoors.co.uk

From respected optics manufacturer Nikko Stirling comes this five-megapixel
camera with an SD card port that can store up to 32 gigabytes of photos
and film. The full, automatic infrared filter ensures that quality colour photos
are taken in the day, and that at night the camera switched to its 30-LED
infrared exposure.

The NSGC5000 also has plenty as its disposal to ensure you
get wildlife on film successfully. A 55-degree angle of sight
complements the distance-adjustable sensor, and the trigger
speed is just one second – although you can set a delayed
photo capture all the way up to 60 minutes if you so desire.
Compact and durable, the Nikko Stirling camera is popular all over
the world – including Australia, where the kangaroo photo below was
taken. You’d be shocked if the wildlife camera in your estate captured
a photo like that!

Wildgame X6C

Reconyx Hyperfire

If you are looking for a lightweight, lightningquick camera, you will be hard pressed to
do better than the Hyperfire. This Americanmanufactured camera has a shutter speed of
a blistering 0.2 seconds – so no matter how
skittish the deer you’re photographing, you can
be confident of capturing it on film. The camera
can re-trigger instantly without any ‘sleep time’
between shots. The two-frame-per-second
RapidFire feature allows you to take multiple
exposures of the same animal over a more
prolonged period – and these are at the full
1080p HD resolution.

If you want to monitor activity over a protracted
period, the Hyperfire’s Time-Lapse Surveillance is a
must-have feature. It takes series of photos with a
time lapse of one, five, 15, 30 or 60 minutes for
two periods over the course of the day – meaning
you can build up a picture of deer activity without
having to hope they’ll come within range of the
sensor. The Hyperfire can operate at temperatures
from -20 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit, and it comes
with a one-year warranty. When you consider that
it can take 40,000 photos on one battery cycle, you
can expect its life to
exceed that easily.

Photographs:

3.1 MP

Videos:

RapidFire near-video speed (2fps)

Sensitivity:

IR flash range up to 50 feet

Battery:

12 AA batteries; up to 40,000 images per battery cycle

Price:

From £438

Contact

Digital Wild Cams
T: 07860 650319 W: www.digitalwildcams.co.uk

Photographs:

6 MP

Videos:

Up to 30 seconds

Sensitivity:

40ft, high-medium-low
adjustable

Battery:

8 AA batteries

Price:

£199.75

Contact

Game-Keepers
T: 01403 822471
W: www.game-keepers.co.uk

A Realtree camo case
provides a good first
impression for this versatile,
highly configurable wildlife
camera – and things only get
better from there. Inside the
case, an LCD display console
makes for easy set-up and configuration –
you can choose between three different levels
of picture quality and three levels of sensitivity.
You can also switch between day-only, nightonly and 24-hour activation.
Pictures are stored in the unit’s
64-megabyte on-board memory, and you can
also use an SD card up to eight gigabytes. All
the images are time and date stamped, and
you can also set a time delay between photos
of 30 seconds to 10 minutes.
Compact in size and realistically
camouflaged, the X6C will go virtually
undetected in woodland, and lends itself to
being set up almost anywhere.
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Eagle Eye

Photographs:

5 MP

Videos:

640x480 (16fps)

Sensitivity:

Adjustable high-normal-low

Battery:

4 or 8 AA batteries; LED low
battery indicator

Price:

£299

Contact

Woodland Enterprises
T: 01488 648820
W: www.woodlandsltd.com

Excelling as a security system as well as for
monitoring deer, the Eagle Eye is a standalone
device that can send photos to your computer
by email or your mobile via MMS – meaning
you get pictures within minutes of them being
taken, without even having to step outside.
The unit itself is made with industrialstandard materials, rendering it fully
weatherproof. The motion camera has a

trigger time of under 1.2 seconds, and within
two minutes it can send the picture to four
mobile phones or four computers. It also stores
photos locally, where you can view them on the
Eagle Eye’s 1.7in LCD screen. As well as photos,
the camera can take up to 60 seconds of video –
and it’s also got a built-in microphone to
capture sound.

Still new to this country, the Eagle Eye has
been a huge success so far – UK importer
Woodland Enterprises reported that the first
consignment it brought in sold out in weeks.
As well as deer enthusiasts, this impressive
bit of kit is also interesting the police – and
it’s not hard to see why.

Prostalk 5 MP

Coming in at one of the lower price
points for a wildlife camera, the
Prostalk offers an array of features
that you’d normally only expect to
find on more expensive products.
At 94x147x46mm in size, it’s
unassuming enough to be placed
in any plot or populated area
without spooking the inhabitants,
and when the wide-angle infrared
sensor detects movement, it
captures images with a trigger
speed of 0.9 seconds. The camera’s sensitivity is
set to 45 feet by default, but it’s adjustable to
anything below that as well.
The Prostalk stores pictures on an SD card
(it takes cards up to 32 gigabytes), which you
can use to view them on a computer. You can
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also look at the
photos in the
field using the
unit’s built-in
TN
display.
This sort of

Photographs:

5 MP

Videos:

640x480 AVI (15 seconds)

Sensitivity:

Infrared range to 15m

Battery:

8 AA batteries; 12,000-picture battery life

Price:

£219.95

Contact

Deben T: 01394 387762 W: www.deben.com

functionality has made it a favourite of Sporting
Rifle’s Mike Powell, whose Prostalk took the
photo above.
With its compact size and photo and video
functionality, the Prostalk is a extremely box.
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Optimic Game
Camera

Minox DTC 500
Photographs:

5 MP

Videos:

10-60 seconds

Sensitivity:

Up to 15 metres

Battery:

8 AA batteries

Price:

TBC

Contact

Viking Arms
T: 01423 780810
W: www.vikingarms.com

At 153x114x66mm in size, the DTC 500 is
one of the most compact trail cams available,
making it discreet and less likely to be noticed by
animals passing by. With a one-second trigger
delay and a battery life of over six months, it’s
also a reliable camera for any game reserve or
area of forestry.
Minox is known for the quality of its optics,
and that shows in the high quality of picture
delivered by the five-megapixel camera. Its
high contrast and natural colour rendition is
impressive – and the infrared flash ensures
it takes good photos even in twilight or
unfavourable light conditions.
A new release, the DTC 500 was
showcased at the IWA show in Nuremberg –
look out for it on these shores this summer.

Ltl Acorn 5210A
Photographs:

12 MP (4000x3000)

Videos:

640x480, 20fps

Sensitivity:

IR flashlight to 65ft, highnormal-low adjustable

Battery:

4 AA batteries (battery life
over 3 months)

Price:

£169.95 plus VAT

Contact

Trail Camera
T: 01933 382674
W: www.trail-camera.co.uk

Don’t let its low price fool you – the Ltl
Acorn has some of the most impressive
technical specs on the market. Its compact,
camouflaged case contains one of the
best infrared sensors you’ll find –
its multi-zone PIR beam
results in an effective angle
of 100 degrees, with a range
out to 65 feet. The pictures it
takes are a top-of-the-range 12
megapixels in size.

Encasedinawaterproof,
camouflaged housing,
the Optimic Game
Camera is a versatile
camera with three
different
picture
resolution settings
for daytime images. Its five-minute
maximum video duration is one of the
longest on the market, and it also has a
burst mode that allows you to take up to
nine shots every time the camera’s motion
sensor is triggered.
What particularly impresses about
the Optimic, however, is the array of
options for exporting the pictures. As well
as the standard SD card, the Optimic is
compatible with USB memory cards for
easy transfer to a computer. It’s also
got a TV-out plug, meaning you can
hook the camera up to a television
and peruse your wildlife photos on the
big screen. Finally, the unit is prepared for a
GSM module, which allows you to set it up
to send images to your mobile phone.
Photographs:

5 MP (day), 3 MP (night)

Videos:

5-300 seconds

Sensitivity:

IR sensor

Battery:

4 C-cell batteries

Price:

£219.95

Contact

Seeland T: 07887 997788
W: www.seeland.com

The
Ltl
Acorn has a
one-second
trigger
speed, and
each photo
is stamped
with time,
temperature
and moon phase. The camera can record videos
of up to 60 seconds, and you can set it to first
take a picture and then start recording video
footage. As well as storing photos and video on
an SD card of up to 16 gigabytes, you can use
the camera’s LCD screen, which is an impressive
size for such a small unit.
As well as instant photos, you can set the Ltl
Acorn to take time-lapse photographs throughout
the day, giving you an impression of how animals
move – and how the local flora behaves – on a
regular basis. The pictures below give you an idea
of the results you can achieve with this greatvalue camera – and it’s equally adept at taking
pictures at night.

A different approach

Not confident that deer or other
animals will come close enough to
your camera to trigger its motion
detector? The Day 6 Plotwatcher
HD camera eliminates that worry by
taking a different approach: it takes
time-lapse photographs throughout the say
and combines them into an HD video.
The 1280x1024 pictures are a higher
resolution than most wildlife camera videos,
and watching the video allows you to review
12 hours of wildlife movement in just a few
minutes. By default, the camera captures
images every 5-10 seconds – and there’s
an option to skip recording in the middle of
the day when people are around and animal
movement is less common. The Plotwatcher is
easy to set up and can operate at night with a
light almost 100 feet away – so it really is worth
considering if you want to take a different tack
to the standard motion-triggered camera.
Contact

Scott Country T: 01556 503587
W: www.scottcountry.co.uk
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